
             Shopping Rollator Manual 
 

Notes: 
>Do not use the rollator on bad weather(rain,storm,snow 

etc.) 

>Do not close to fire  

>Do not use on the sand & soil ground or other bad road 

condition.  

>Please do not use this rollator on follow situation : 

 ~the rush road ~large passenger flow public place~  

road without light at night 

>Please read manual and the notes on the rollator before    



use  

> Do not use the rollator on the slope or rugged ground. 

>The elderly and child must be watched by guardian. 

>Do not put a baby on any part of the rollator. 

>Make sure children do not get hurt when open or 

folding the rollator. 

>Max load weight is 120 kg. 

>Do not sit any other part except sit plate. 

>Brake system is different with a car ,please do not rely 

on it too much. 

>When is brake do not push the rollator. 

>Please brake the rollator when you leave. 

>Before you use ,please confirm all the wheels are on the 

ground. 

>Do not folding the rollator when you use the shopping 

cart,when folding the rollator please caution your hands. 

>Please clean the soil and garbage on wheel after use. 

>Clean the frame by dry rag,keep it dry under the 

sunshine 

>Do not use chemical liquor to clean the rollator. 

>If long time no use please clean it and keep it on 

ventilative & dry place. 



>Working temperature :-5℃——40℃  

>Please keep the manual with the rollator (As gift also 

give the manual together)  

 >Please do not put the rollator under the blazing sun 

for a long time, do not put it near children and baby. 

  
①  Opening: 

Take the rollator out from box, unlock the folding lock 

To open the rollator(As the picture show),try the hand brake to 

make sure the brake is work,if not ,please adjust the brake 

adjust button! Put the back pipe get stuck on the main frame. 



 

Note: When you take sit you must stop the rollator to keep safe , 

put your center of gravity on the center of seat plate! 

② Braking： 

>Depress left & right hand brake at the same time,you will hear 

a “KA” sound ,means the rear-wheel is stop.the rollator is 

braking.(Stop model! As follow picture) 

 

>Upward the hand brake a little bit to remove stop model ;Hang 



on the hand brake at the same time to brake!(As follow ) 

 

③ Install hand assembly & adjust the height of rollator. 

>Unfold the rollator ,put the hand assembly into the main frame 

pipe, pull the hand assembly to align at the lashing eye ,use 

fixed button to adjust the height . 

(Keep highly consistent) 



④ Install the back pipe & shopping cart . 

>Unfold the rollator , rotate the lock button to put up the back 

pipe,the fixed the back pipe on the main frame. Hang up the 

shopping cart on the main frame (please take off the shopping 

cart when you fold the 

rollator)

 

⑤ Adjust the brake system 

If you hang on the hand brake but it can not work(not stop),you 

can adjust the brake adjust button. 



>First adjust the rollator can move freely, screw the brake adjust 

button to adjustment (Around the same step for 

left&right)

 
⑥ To folding 

>Take off the shopping cart,Pull-up the back pipe ,unlock the 

lock button to fold . (As picture show) do not clamp the clothes 

or hand, it cannot stand after folding ,please keep the rollator on 

a safe place. 



 

 

 


